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This thesis is devoted to investigation ofinflatiOnary Randall―SundrurI11

type-2 braneworld via radiative nature of primordial black holes(PBHs)・

First、ve construct a formulation to describe the 11lass functioll of PBHs

formed by density perturbation in the radiation― doll■ina″ted era.The

density contrast is induced by innationary comoving curvature pertllr―

bation parameterised as
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The emerging mass function includes three peculiar eniects of the bratlle

ealrly universe, 1.eぃ)modined expainsion-la、 v ill the earliest radiation―

donlinated era)gravitational collapse, a″nd accretion of radiation nuid

onto PBHs,The lnass function contains two scales.C〉 Ile corresponds to

the scale of the tra,nsition froI1l the earliest era to the ordinary radiation―

dorninated era,This scale is nothing butゼ ,the size of the extra dilnen―

sion. The other is of the transition from po、 、アer-la、v to exponentially

decrea,sing form.This is deterlfl■ined by the condition δh)min~σ h,｀アhere

δll,min expresses the threshold of gravita)tional collapse and σh the root―

mean― square of the derlsity―pertllrbation power―spectr■lm evalllated at
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horizoll reentry.The llldex of the lllを 1)SS function is al鮮ected by the e←

iciency of alccretion.Lairge increase of PBHs arrises in the presence of

a,ccretion.

Then 、 アe ftDrmulate cos■ lic rays 、vhich are elrnitted by PBHs in la″ te

tilnes and then propagate to the ea)rth.Gerleral properties of t品 アo sortS

of difFllse coslflliC ravs,nelltrall lllalssless particles frorn olltside the ga、lalxy

and cha′rged heavy pa文 t`iCles fronl inside the galaxy, are investigated.

The ettect of braneworld lowers Ha、vking telnperature of PBHs thereby

modittFing COSmic―ray spectra.The alna,lyses are applied to extragalarctic

photon alnd ga,lactic stlb―(3e
/ヽantiproton.Comparison of those coslnic―

ray spectra、「ith observation constrains the aサbundance of PBH as cOsll■ iC―

ray sourceo Since contribution to the cosHlic rays of curreIェt interest is

donlinated by currently evaporating holes,the constraint is set on those

particular ones.

Finally,the colrlstra″int oII the PB正【abundance is interpreted a,s a con―

straint on the originall inflationary perturbation.The comoving length

scale constrained through PBHs typica,1ly ranges bet恥 「een-1-1000 knl,

which is dependent on the size ofthe extra dilnension and the efnciency of

accretion.恥 砲 can probe slnaller scales、、アith brane、vorld PBHs than the

4D ca,se,that is,～1000 km.The perturbation amplitllde vtt on that

scale nlust be,も0.05 to prohibit copious gravitationa,l collapse.This is

typically stronger than 4E)upper bound since collapse lnore easily occurs

in the bralne恥アorld.Once the nOrmalisation of the perturbation spectrutln

is tentatively given at the Lyman― α Forest scaleん 0=ん 五比
～ MpC,the

upper lilllits on the bllle spectra卜index are given asれ～ 1.3 in the efFec―

tive accretion case(F=1)and覺 ～ 1.35 in the null ca)se(ゴ =0)。 They

are also stronger than角 -1.4 obtained for the 4正 )case mainly due to

the change of the scale at、vhich the anlplitude is constrained.

Although the large― scale perturbation spectrullltl iS ObServed to be

nearly scale―invariant, there is little reason to believe that the fea,ture

a,lso apphes to sma11-scale perturbation,In this point,the power of PBH

is its unique ability to probe scales far belo恥アlarge scale structures.

Based on the results, constraints on the geometry of the branc、 vorld

is also disctlssed.It is pointed out that if the alppa,rent sllb―(3eV excess

of antiproton observation is real and due to PB]=evaporation,then the

upper boulld on the sizc of the extra dilnension is set around 10~1l nl,

、vhich is 7 orders of lnagnitude tighter than tha)t froHl gravitationa,l ex―

periment,1.e.〕馬 0。lmm.


